Perception involves making sense of a dynamic, multimodal environment. In the absence of mechanisms capable of exploiting the statistical patterns in the natural world, infants would face an insurmountable computational problem. Infant statistical learning mechanisms facilitate the detection of structure. These abilities allow the infant to compute across elements in their environmental input, extracting patterns for further processing and subsequent learning. In this selective review, we summarize findings that show that statistical learning is both a broad and flexible mechanism (supporting learning from different modalities across many different content areas) and input specific (shifting computations depending on the type of input and goal of learning). We suggest that statistical learning not only provides a framework for studying language development and object knowledge in constrained laboratory settings, but also allows researchers to tackle realworld problems, such as multilingualism, the role of ever-changing learning environments, and differential developmental trajectories.
INTRODUCTION
How do learners discern the structure organizing their environments? This question has been at the center of intellectual debates since the founding of the field of psychology, providing impetus for the theories of Ivan Pavlov and B.F. Skinner. In the domain of linguistics, a similar questionhow learners discern the structure of natural languages-led to the two dominant perspectives of the twentieth century: the structural linguistics of Leonard Bloomfield and Zellig Harris and the generative linguistics of Harris's most famous student, Noam Chomsky.
All theories agree that learners must have some way to ascertain which patterns are relevant to acquire and store and which are not. But what factors determine which patterns merit learning? This is where theoretical accounts diverge. Do the data themselves tell learners what matters and why? Or do learners receive guidance-via innate predispositions or knowledge-illuminating what to learn? As the structures to be learned become more abstract and less transparently mirrored in the input, the answers to these questions become less obvious. Similarly, as the number of possible patterns explodes combinatorially in complex input, it becomes less clear which patterns are tracked and why. As Gibson (1966) stressed, we need to understand the nature of the input before we can understand the nature of processing.
Statistical learning mechanisms have become prominent in cognitive and developmental science because they provide ways to test specific hypotheses about what is learned from any given set of input, and how. The term statistical learning originated in the machine learning literature and made contact with cognitive science through its application to problems in natural language processing and computer vision. In particular, connectionist models and other computational analyses of linguistic corpora demonstrated that, for suitably equipped learners, myriad statistical patterns are available in language input that could help learners to break the code of their native language. When creating models of human vision, it has become obvious that cortical-cell behavior is related to the statistics inherent in the natural environment (Field 1987 ).
Initial Evidence for Statistical Learning in Human Infants
The analyses described above made it clear that statistical patterns lurk in the natural world, including both the linguistic and visual environments. What remained unknown was whether human learners could take advantage of these patterns. In particular, the primary targets of interest for theories of unsupervised learning are infants, who have the most to learn and the least prior knowledge about how to allocate their efforts. Are infants statistical learners?
Several lines of research, beginning in the 1980s, have suggested that the answer is yes. For example, the developmental decline of sensitivity to non-native speech contrasts during the first year suggests that infants are sensitive to the distribution of individual speech sounds in their native language (e.g., Kuhl et al. 1992 , Werker & Tees 1984 . In the visual domain, researchers in infant cognition found that infants are sensitive to spatial relationships among repetitive events. For example, young infants can learn simple (two-location), predictable spatial sequences in the visual expectation paradigm, which uses anticipatory eye movements as the index of learning (Haith 1993) . By 10 months of age, infants can use correlational structure to discover simple visual categories (Canfield & Haith 1991 , Younger 1985 , Younger & Cohen 1986 . Although these studies were not designed to assess statistical learning mechanisms per se, they provide clear evidence that infants are sensitive to statistical regularities.
Infant Statistical Language Learning: Initial Evidence
One particular learning problem emerged as an important early test case for claims about infant statistical learning: word segmentation. Speech, even speech addressed to infants, is essentially continuous (except at utterance boundaries). Thus, in order to segment speech into words, infants must have some way to break the speech stream into word-like units. This problem captured researchers' interest for several related reasons. First, it is a very difficult problem to solve without knowing in advance what the words are, as evidenced by decades of research devoted to speechto-text technology. Second, despite this difficulty, infants discover word forms in fluent speech sometime in the middle of the first year of postnatal life (e.g., Jusczyk & Aslin 1995) . Finally, this is a problem that requires learning. Although there are certainly innate constraints that could be helpful (e.g., Seidl & Johnson 2006 , Shukla et al. 2007 , infants cannot know a priori which specific sounds are going to be words in their native languages.
The first infant study on word segmentation was published by Goodsitt et al. (1993) . In this study, 7-month-olds heard utterances containing a target syllable preceded by two context syllables. The infants were sensitive to the statistical structure of the syllables that served as context for the target syllable. When the context syllables always occurred in the same order, infants were better able to detect the subsequent target syllable, supporting the hypothesis that infants can cluster syllables based on statistical patterns.
Subsequent studies by Saffran et al. (1996) assessed 8-month-olds' ability to track statistical patterns in continuous speech. The only cues available to chunk the speech into word-like units were the statistical regularities with which syllables co-occurred. After two minutes of exposure to the speech stream, infants could discriminate words from sequences of syllables spanning a word boundary (see Pelucchi et al. 2009b for related evidence using natural language stimuli). Importantly, these learning outcomes involved no instruction or explicit feedback, suggesting that statistical learning could be a mandatory response to structured input.
Infant Statistical Learning in Other Domains: Initial Evidence
A key question raised by these early studies concerns domain specificity. Are statistical learning abilities tailored specifically for a particular domain, like language? Or do they operate across multiple domains (e.g., music, vision, movement)? The first study to address this issue used a musical tone analog of the Saffran et al. (1996) task (Saffran et al. 1999) . The results suggested that infants can successfully track nonlinguistic auditory statistics. Although these findings cannot tell us whether the same learning mechanisms subserve learning in both linguistic and nonlinguistic inputs, they are consistent with the view that statistical learning mechanisms are not tailored specifically for language.
Successive studies expanded these investigations to the visual modality. Fiser & Aslin (2001) demonstrated that adult statistical learning of shape conjunctions (i.e., scenes of arbitrary complex shapes presented simultaneously on a grid) was not only spontaneous but also rapid. Participants learned first-order and higher-order statistics from the spatial arrangement of the shapes in the scene without being instructed to do so. In other words, not only did they learn the immediate relationships between the shapes, they also detected broader probabilistic regularities. Subsequent studies investigated similar capacities in infants. Kirkham et al. (2002) presented 2-, 5-, and 8-month-olds with a visual analog of the original Saffran et al. (1996) paradigm. During test trials, each age group showed heightened looking time to a randomly ordered presentation of the same shapes, suggesting a sensitivity to statistics in the original temporal sequence. Subsequent studies revealed that infants are sensitive to many different statistical regularities in the visual domain across both temporal and spatial input, enabling them to extract patterns for further processing (Bulf et al. 2011 , Fiser & Aslin 2002 , Kirkham et al. 2007 , Tummeltshammer & Kirkham 2013 , Tummeltshammer et al. 2017 , Wu et al. 2011 ).
Infant Statistical Language Learning
With these data in hand, one might ask whether statistical learning has any bearing on language learning. That is, if infants are able to track statistical regularities across myriad types of input, the original demonstrations of statistical language learning may have been unintentionally misleading in suggesting that statistical learning mechanisms subserve language development. As a case in point, consider the Saffran et al. (1996) study. In describing the results, the authors suggested that "our results raise the intriguing possibility that infants possess experience-dependent mechanisms that may be powerful enough to support not only word segmentation but also the acquisition of other aspects of language" (Saffran et al. 1996 (Saffran et al. , p. 1928 . Note, however, that the results of this study simply showed that infants could discriminate between high-and low-probability syllable sequences. Although this ability would certainly be useful for word segmentation, the study did not provide evidence for word segmentation per se.
To address this issue, Graf Estes et al. (2007) investigated whether the output of statistical tracking in fluent speech is actually word-like. They exposed 17-month-old infants to a stream of nonsense words, with only statistical cues to indicate word boundaries. Following exposure, the sound sequences were mapped to novel objects. Infants only acquired the words when the labels were statistically defined words in the fluent speech (for results using natural language stimuli, see Hay et al. 2011) . When the labels spanned word boundaries in the fluent speech stream, infants failed to map them to novel objects. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that statistical learning mechanisms are harnessed in domain-relevant ways. In the case of the sequential statistics that characterize continuous speech, infants can exploit these regularities in the service of discovering candidate words in fluent speech (for related evidence in younger infants, see Erickson et al. 2014 , Saffran 2001b , Shukla et al. 2011 ).
Infant Statistical Learning: Now What?
Over the past two decades, there has been an explosion of research in the area of infant statistical learning. The original Saffran et al. (1996) infant statistical learning study has been cited over 4,000 times (Google Scholar, accessed 2017, https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&q= saffran+aslin+newport&btnG=&as_sdt=1%2C50&as_sdtp=) and has been applied to myriad learning problems, ages, species, disorders, and implementations. Although scholars disagree about just how useful these mechanisms may be for solving specific problems (e.g., Johnson & Tyler 2010 , Lidz & Gagliardi 2015 , there appears to be consensus that infants are sensitive to statistical regularities in their environments.
In the remainder of this review, we ask: Now what? There is abundant evidence that infants are sensitive to statistical regularities and that this sensitivity reflects a robust form of incidental learning. The question we hope to address is what this sensitivity to statistical structure does for infants. To do so, we deconstruct statistical learning into the elements across which computations can occur and the statistics computed over those elements. We then turn to real-world problems where statistical learning approaches may provide novel explanations while raising new questions for future work. Finally, we take a step back and ask why we are statistical learners. The goal is to provide a selective review of the literature, organized in such a way as to motivate future research in this dynamic area.
STATISTICS OF WHAT? THE PRIMITIVES OVER WHICH STATISTICS ARE COMPUTED
One of the main arguments leveled by Chomsky against classic learning theory accounts of language acquisition is known as the argument from the poverty of the stimulus (e.g., Chomsky 1965) . The crux of this argument lies in the availability of the right kinds of data in the input given the linguistic target to be acquired. Children receive restricted input both quantitatively (in terms of the number of utterances they are exposed to) and qualitatively (in terms of how well the data point to the structures to be acquired). More than 50 years later, debates over the innateness of specific linguistic devices still turn on arguments based on poverty of the stimulus (for a current discussion, see Han et al. 2016 , Piantadosi & Kidd 2016 . Developmental arguments that hinge on the input extend far beyond the problem of language acquisition. Indeed, since William James first described it as a "blooming, buzzing confusion" ( James 1890, p. 488), the infant's complex and noisy multisensory environment has been viewed as an obstacle to learning, obscuring signals and making information less accessible.
From a statistical learning perspective, the stimulus remains problematic. We still ask whether the data support the types of inferences and abstractions that characterize mature knowledge systems. But the quantitative issues are quite different. The question is not whether there are sufficient data in the input. The problem, instead, is that there is too much data. There are vastly many statistics that could be computed over any set of input. This is the case, in part, because of the number of potential computations themselves-a topic which we address below. But the problem of the richness of the stimulus also resides in the nature of the input itself. There are so many potential elements to track. How do infants determine which primitives-the elements over which computations occur-to learn about?
Consider a problem like word segmentation. How do learners know which information to prioritize in their computations? Learners might track the probabilities of co-occurrence of features, phonemes, or syllables, all of which would be reasonable primitives over which to perform computations (e.g., Newport & Aslin 2004) . But what about a cue like pitch contour? Pitch is integral to lexical structure in tonal languages like Mandarin or Hmong, and tones are discoverable via statistical information in adult speech (e.g., Gauthier et al. 2007 ). But pitch contours, however linguistically relevant, are likely irrelevant to word boundary detection, even in a tonal language. Indeed, even speakers of tonal languages find pitch contours difficult to use for word segmentation (Wang & Saffran 2014) .
Similar issues arise when considering the primitives over which visual statistical learning operates. Is each visual feature dimension (e.g., color, shape, orientation) independent? Or are features bound together to create higher-order multidimensional units? And does this sensitivity to either single dimensions or feature chunks change across development? For example, both adults and infants track the statistics of human action sequences (Baldwin et al. 2008 , Monroy et al. 2017 , Stahl et al. 2014 . One can imagine that, in this situation, the details of each visual element would not only be less important than the gestalt of the action being performed, but would also be a distraction from the task at hand.
Furthermore, consider the combination of auditory and visual stimuli. Some visual cues could be helpful insofar as they are correlated with auditory information (e.g., mouth movements) and vice versa (e.g., noting an intensification in sound as an object gets closer). But should learners track them? What about other visual cues, like eye blinks? These are not plausibly useful as cues to linguistic structure. But what is to keep language learners from tracking their statistics as well?
To some degree, this argument is absurd. Obviously, learners do not track the correlations between eye blinks and word boundaries. But why not? This is the problem of the richness of the stimulus. Learners are presumably constrained to consider some elements in their computations and not others. The interesting questions surround the determination of which types of units are tracked and why.
The Primitives that Enter into Infants' Computations
The question of primitives matters in any consideration of statistical learning because changing the units that are tracked can change the outcome of learning. This issue was explicitly addressed in a series of developmental studies of statistical learning in tone sequences. As described above, Saffran et al. (1999) demonstrated that similar learning outcomes occurred for continuous sequences of musical tones as for sequences of syllables. This result, however, raised the interesting question of primitives. Consider a tone sequence like AC#E, created to be analogous to a syllable sequence like "golabu." One can compute transitional probabilities between the individual tones (absolute pitches: AC#E), as one would between syllables. But tone sequences contain another primitive that is not present in syllable sequences: musical intervals (relative pitches: ascending major third followed by ascending minor third). These two types of information were confounded in the original study by Saffran et al. (1999) , making it unclear which primitives infants tracked.
Subsequent studies revealed interesting developmental differences in the prioritization of musical primitives. Whereas 8-month-olds appear to be biased to track absolute pitches given continuous streams of tones, adults are biased to track relative pitches (Saffran & Griepentrog 2001) . Both groups of participants in these studies heard the same sequence of tones in the input, but the groups appear to have learned different things because they tracked different primitives. These preferences for particular primitives can be shifted by altering the input such that absolute pitches are no longer informative, leading infants to track relative pitches (Saffran et al. 2005) , or by making the input more musical, leading adults to track absolute pitches (Saffran 2003) .
In the case of visual statistics, the issue of what constitutes a visual primitive rears its muchdebated head (e.g., Edelman et al. 2002 , Marr 1982 . Is the learner attending to single feature dimensions individually in a multi-element scene or chunking these elements together and tracking across objects? In the early laboratory studies (e.g., Fiser & Aslin 2002 , Kirkham et al. 2002 , visual stimuli were created to be simple two-dimensional, unimodal elements, with the primitives being basic shapes or colors. Either the stimuli removed color from the equation (so that tracking occurred across monochrome individual shapes) or the shapes and colors were perfectly correlated. To determine which features infants were tracking, Kirkham et al. (2007) exposed 8-and 11-month-olds to a spatiotemporal sequence of identical shapes (i.e., the location of the shapes comprised the statistics). Only 11-month-olds showed evidence of learning; 8-month-olds required the shapes to be uniquely colored to pick up on the sequence. In other words, the younger infants needed more cues to the sequence to demonstrate learning. This finding suggested, for the first time, a developmental trajectory in sensitivity to specific visual statistics.
Using a different paradigm assessing infants' ability to track objects made up of multiple features, Kirkham and colleagues (2012) replicated this developmental trajectory; it was not until 10 months of age that infants could reliably unbind the features to track the informative ones. Subsequent studies manipulated the stimuli to look at clusters of visual elements (e.g., objects). In a series of studies looking at expectations about object integrity based on feature co-occurrence, Wu et al. (2011) showed 9-month-olds a temporal sequence of colorful multipart objects, within which some parts co-occurred more often than others. The results revealed that infants were sensitive to the differential statistics of the parts within the objects, suggesting that the infants were computing relations not only between the objects, but also within them. Statistical tracking occurs across a variety of different primitives depending on the learning objective.
This pattern of results suggests several general points that should be considered in the study of statistical learning. First, primitives matter; some types of units may be prioritized over others by dint of both perceptual biases (e.g., infant tracking of absolute pitch) and experience (e.g., adult tracking of relative pitch). In addition, primitives matter when considering the learning goal (e.g., predictions about upcoming shapes versus expectations about how objects should behave). Second, the structure of the input matters; the prioritization of units can be shifted when supported by the input. When the sequence of tone words is continually transposed, as in the study by Saffran et al. (2005) , the statistics of absolute pitches lose their value-they fail to predict structure. Under those circumstances, infants appear to increase the weight of relative pitches.
The third general point pertains to domain specificity. The specificity of the primitives is one way to construe domain specificity. On this view, whether the computations themselves are general is distinct from considerations of the input representations. It seems clear that different domains of knowledge place distinct demands on perception. Music and language are both auditory, but they make use of different perceptual primitives for the most part (with the exception of some aspects of prosody). Shapes, objects, and action sequences are all part of the visual environment, but the learner must track across increasingly broadly defined primitives. In other words, the learner must chunk multiple individual features (e.g., color, shape) together to fully represent a rich, dynamic, and complex sensory environment (e.g., a sequence of actions). Many of the distinctions between different domains arise from the use of different inputs. The computations themselves may be quite similar, just computed over different types of elements (e.g., Saffran 2008).
Experience as a Determinant of Primitives
The primitives that enter into statistical learning computations are affected by experience in a particular domain (e.g., Krogh et al. 2013) . Some of the evidence to support this claim comes from comparisons between infants and adults, as in the studies on absolute versus relative pitch described in the previous section. Another example comes from a study by Thiessen (2010) examining the role of correlated cues in statistical learning. When adults were given a sequence of syllables paired with shapes, they were better able to learn the syllable statistics than when the shapes were not present. Infants, however, were equally good at tracking the syllable statistics whether the correlated shapes were present or not. Thiessen (2010) hypothesized that this pattern of results can be explained by differences in learners' prior experiences. Adults expect syllable strings to be paired with visual referents based on a lifetime of exposure to language, whereas 8-month-old infants do not yet have this expectation. To test this hypothesis, Thiessen (2010) tested adults on a tone sequence analog of the syllable task, reasoning that adults should not expect tone strings to be paired with shapes. Indeed, the presence of the referents did not improve learning, supporting the view that prior exposure shapes expectations in statistical learning.
A related example comes from the body of work on infant rule learning. This task, pioneered by Marcus and colleagues (1999) , involved abstraction away from the specific sequences to which infants are exposed. Infants are better at this task in some domains than others (e.g., Marcus et al. 2007) . Experience seems to mediate these effects. Learning is facilitated by the use of familiar rather than unfamiliar stimuli, such as animals rather than abstract shapes or upright faces rather than inverted faces (e.g., Bulf et al. 2015 ). Experience can also inhibit learning. For example, younger infants are actually better than older infants at abstracting across tone sequences because older infants' knowledge of musical structure may inhibit some types of generalizations (Dawson & Gerken 2009 ). Even within-experiment manipulations can affect whether infants generalize in these tasks. Simply giving 7-month-old infants exposure to social agents who appear to be using tones communicatively leads infants to generalize beyond the tone sequences they have heard, something they do not do in the absence of this experience (Ferguson & Lew-Williams 2016) .
As suggested by this last result, experience with the input can affect downstream learning. When learners are first exposed to a particular set of stimuli, some of the primitives may be opaque. An infant listening to a stream of speech initially has access only to statistics at the level of sounds (phonetic features, phonemes, syllables, etc.). Until she learns some of the words, statistics at the word level are invisible (e.g., Saffran & Wilson 2003 , Sahni et al. 2010 .
Experience with the input affects the primitives over which statistics are computed. This is because statistical learning is dynamic; the output of one learning experience can serve as the input to a new learning experience . Saffran & Wilson (2003) investigated this phenomenon by exposing 12-month-old infants to a fluent speech stream in which the words were organized according to a simple grammar. Infants were then tested on grammatical versus ungrammatical sentences, with both types of test items equated for the sequential probabilities of the syllables. Infants successfully discriminated between the test items, suggesting that they were able to solve the task at the level of word patterns rather than just the level of syllable patterns. Infants began the task by tracking syllables but ended up also tracking words.
The structure of the input drives statistical learning in other ways as well. The input can call attention to some dimensions of the stimuli, highlighting them downstream in learning. For example, infants who are primed with a list of two-syllable nonsense words separated by pauses are subsequently better at using statistical regularities to detect new two-syllable words than to detect three-syllable words in fluent speech, and vice versa (Lew-Williams & Saffran 2012). We find similar results with other types of phonological patterns: Exposure to items that follow one particular pattern facilitates detection of similar items in fluent speech with only statistical cues to word boundaries (Saffran & Thiessen 2003 , Thiessen & Saffran 2007 . Infants can also use specific experiences-such as exposure to adjacent regularities-to help bootstrap the acquisition of more complex nonadjacent regularities across a single experiment (Lany & Gómez 2008) .
The structure of the input helps learners to determine which types of generalizations to draw from the available data. Gerken (2006) adapted the infant rule learning task described above such that the input supported both a broad generalization (ABA versus ABB) and a narrow generalization (AAdi versus AdiA). Infants generalized in the way that was the most consistent with the structure of the input. In a follow-up study, Gerken (2010) made a small change to the input by adding a few counterexamples to the narrow generalization at the end of exposure. Just three counterexamples were enough to shift infants toward the broader generalization, suggesting that infants' learning outcomes are updated on something close to a trial-by-trial basis.
WHICH STATISTICS DO LEARNERS TRACK?
These considerations of the primitives over which learning occurs lead us to the next major issue: the computations themselves. Which computations are occurring over these primitives? Do computations change across development and/or across primitives? Learners must be constrained to some degree in deciding which statistics to track (for discussions of the computational constraints required for optimal visual statistical learning in adults, see Fiser & Aslin 2005 , Fiser et al. 2007 . One way in which the learner can be constrained is by the eventual goal of learning. If the learner is trying to predict an upcoming event based on previous events, then the statistics will look different than if she is trying to bind across different modalities to form a coherent representation of a scene or display. However, in most infancy paradigms, there is no specified goal or outcome; the infant is placed in front of a display showing a series of events, and looking times and/or eye movements are measured. So what are the computations that are performed automatically? And do these computations change when a goal is specified?
Frequency, Transitional Probabilities, and Dependencies
The original work by Saffran et al. (1996) presented the elements of computation as transitional probabilities (i.e., one event in the stream is dependent upon others). These probabilities were higher within words (1.0) than between words (0.33). Additional studies across different domains followed suit. The transitional probabilities between syllables, shapes, objects, audiovisual events, and faces were similar to the original language studies, with within-event probabilities at 1.0 and between-event probabilities significantly lower (e.g., Bulf et al. 2011; Kirkham et al. 2002 Kirkham et al. , 2007 Saffran et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2011) .
Frequency counting as an alternative possible computation was ruled out quickly with frequency-controlled studies in both the auditory and the visual domain (Aslin et al. 1998 (Aslin et al. , 2001 ).
By at least 8 months of age, infants appeared to be tracking transitional probabilities regardless of frequency of appearance. Subsequent studies examined this issue in more detail. Marcovitch & Lewkowicz (2009) extended the work of Kirkham et al. (2002) by presenting infants with sequences of shape pairs, defined independently by transitional probabilities and by frequency. Although 2-month-olds failed to show a sensitivity to either computation, 5-and 8-month-olds could track both frequency information and transitional probabilities.
Any given set of inputs contains myriad levels of statistical regularities. What information do infants use to determine which level(s) to track? Research on nonadjacent dependency learning has pointed to some of the key variables that influence this process. For example, given three-word strings, infants tend to learn the adjacent probabilities between those words. However, when the variability of the middle item is increased, infants shift to learn the nonadjacent pairs spanning the middle word (Gómez 2002). Adults learning similar structures are able to track both adjacent and nonadjacent relationships in the same sets of inputs (e.g., Romberg & Saffran 2013a ). Interestingly, adults are more aware of the nonadjacent relationships than the adjacent relationships, suggesting that, at least for adults, explicit representations may influence some aspects of statistical learning.
Complexity and Maximizing Information Gathering
In the real world, input can be measured as more or less complex (i.e., information can have higher or lower levels of redundancy). Complexity has direct implications for which statistics will be attended to. Addyman & Mareschal (2013) ran a modified version of Kirkham et al.'s (2002) experiment, omitting the habituation phase and using looks away as the dependent measure. This dependent measure allowed for a subtler assessment of infant attention. The results suggested that, in temporally organized visual sequences, 5-month-olds are more sensitive to local repetitions than global statistics. Infants tended to look away during more repetitive portions of the sequence (e.g., during a patterned sequence versus a random sequence). In other words, when complexity was low, infants allocated less attention to the sequence.
These results have implications not only for discussions of which statistics are being computed, but also for thinking about how attention is deployed within these paradigms. colleagues (2012, 2014) provided additional evidence suggesting differential attentional deployment as a function of complexity. In their experiments, infants observed visual and auditory episodes of varying complexity based on the predictability (or likelihood) of an upcoming event. In line with their predictions, infants were more likely to look away during episodes of either very low or very high complexity, preferring to allocate attention to events of intermediate complexity.
Learning itself is affected by complexity. In an eye-tracking study with 8-month-olds, three levels of predictability were embedded within one spatiotemporal sequence (Tummeltshammer & Kirkham 2013) . Infants showed faster saccade (eye movement) latencies, more anticipation, and increased accuracy to items that were highly predictable relative to items that were either deterministic or unpredictable. In this case, learners may be maximizing information gathering by using likelihoods to constrain search (e.g., Dougherty et al. 2010 , Gweon et al. 2010 , Téglás et al. 2011 , Yu et al. 2007 . Because deterministic relations are unambiguous, they offer little information to the infant and, perhaps, little incentive to test possible outcomes with anticipatory looking. Low-probability relations have the most alternatives (and are perhaps most engaging for the infant), but the relevant hypotheses take longer to generate and test. Finally, high-probability relations offer the incentive to gain information but only a few alternatives to confirm or reject, making them a good target for an information-seeking infant with limited resources.
Issues of Input Specificity
In the visual domain, learners must track statistics not just temporally but also spatially. This differs from auditory input, in which the information to be learned is primarily arrayed in time, not space. In the original visual statistical learning paradigm with infants, Kirkham et al. (2002) presented each group of infants with a temporal sequence of shapes, looming one at a time from the middle of a screen. Results showed that infants were as capable in the visual domain as in the auditory domain, providing a clear analog to the Saffran et al. (1996) study. However, an important aspect of the ability to perceive the visual environment as coherent and intelligible is understanding objects' spatial locations and what their present locations might predict about future events. Acquisition of this type of knowledge is essential for motion perception and for the production of action sequences; one has to learn not only which actions are appropriate, but also where and when they should be performed. For example, if, while looking out the window of your house, you see your child walking up the path to the front door, you can reasonably predict that you will see her next in the doorway of your house. You can use this information to guide appropriate anticipatory behavior, such as moving to a location that provides a view of the door to greet your child as she comes inside. In other words, each visual event is temporally related both to the previous event and to the future event and occurs within a spatial context. Indeed, by 8 months of age, infants can learn temporally ordered statistics that involve informative spatial relations (Kirkham et al. 2007 , Sobel & Kirkham 2006 , Tummeltshammer & Kirkham 2013 ) and predictable co-occurrences in multi-element scenes (Fiser & Aslin 2002 ). As mentioned above, 8-month-olds' success in Kirkham et al.'s (2007) spatiotemporal paradigm occurred only when the elements were easily differentiable (e.g., differently colored shapes, each bound to an individual location). This suggests an interesting developmental trajectory in the effect of stimulus type on tracking statistics and highlights the importance of stimuli in processing the input.
Visual streams containing both backward and forward conditional probabilities provide an interesting opportunity to evaluate input specificity. Whereas some statistics, such as frequency, do not contain any information about order or direction, conditional probabilities can differ when computed with respect to the forward direction (i.e., X followed by Y) or the backward direction (i.e., Y preceded by X). Research in the auditory domain has demonstrated that both infants and adults are sensitive to statistical regularities defined in the backward as well as the forward direction ( Jones & Pashler 2007 , Pelucchi et al. 2009a , Perruchet & Desaulty 2008 . However, language is inherently temporal, which suggests a need to be receptive to temporal order. Sensitivity to backward and forward statistics could be modality specific rather than domain general. Indeed, when 8-month-olds were familiarized to either temporal or spatial visual displays, they did not encode the visual regularities in the same way across both temporal and spatial dimensions (Tummeltshammer et al. 2017) . Infants computed the predictive direction only in the temporal condition, with chunking occurring in the spatial condition. These data are consistent with the view that the computations performed by learners are susceptible to the specifics of the input.
Modality constraints observed in some studies of statistical learning can be construed as perceptual biases that affect domain-general computational principles . Studies with adults suggest substantial modality effects (e.g., Conway & Christiansen 2005 , Emberson et al. 2011 , Saffran 2002 . For example, Saffran (2001b) developed an artificial grammar learning task in which the presence of a statistical cue to syntactic phrase structure (predictive dependencies between elements of phrases) was manipulated across conditions. Adults, children, and infants were better able to learn the grammar when predictive dependencies were present (Saffran 2001a . The same pattern of results was obtained when adults were trained on auditory nonlinguistic sequences (computer alert sounds) and on spatial arrays of visual images (Saffran 2002) .
However, when presented with sequences of visual images-organized like auditory information in time, but presented visually-the benefits afforded by the statistical regularity were not observed (Saffran 2002) . These results are consistent with the modality effects on learning described above. Visual information, unlike auditory information, is typically less transient, with patterns organized in space rather than time. These differences appear to impact the outcome of statistical learning.
REAL-WORLD PROBLEMS
Researchers considering what statistical learning can do for learners have approached a number of important and interesting problems through this lens. These approaches have both suggested novel answers and raised new questions for researchers.
Multilingualism
Since the earliest discussions of the possible role of statistical learning in language development, questions about bilingual learners have come to the fore. If statistical regularities play a key role in such language learning processes as phonemic learning, word segmentation, and word learning, what happens in bilingual environments? Can learners track multiple sets of statistics simultaneously? If so, what cues do they use to help them determine which bits of input go with which language? Strikingly, infants in bilingual environments acquire language at roughly the same pace as their monolingual peers, despite having twice as much to learn-and half the amount of input (e.g., Byers-Heinlein & Fennell 2014 , Costa & Sebastián-Gallés 2014 , Hoff et al. 2012 .
The first study to examine the problem of bilingual statistical learning placed adults in a simulated bilingual environment created by interleaving two artificial languages (Weiss et al. 2009 ). By design, the languages contained overlapping syllable inventories. In order to recover the correct underlying statistics from each language, learners needed to keep the two languages separate. As long as an indexical cue-speaker voice-was available to highlight the presence of two languages, learners successfully tracked the two systems independently.
In another study, Antovich & Graf Estes (2017) tested 14-month-old infants in a simulated bilingual exposure task in which two artificial language streams were interleaved. Again, an indexical cue was present to indicate to learners that multiple streams were present. In contrast to the results of Weiss et al. (2009) , monolingual infants failed to demonstrate learning of dual interleaved speech streams. However, bilingual infants were able to track both sets of regularities. Also in contrast to the results of Weiss et al. (2009) , the two languages did not overlap in their syllable inventories. It is thus unclear whether the bilingual infants treated the input as being drawn from two languages or whether they acquired one larger set of words. Regardless, these findings suggest that infants who have had more experience dealing with complex and highly variable sets of input-i.e., bilingual infants-are better able to cope with this rich set of experimental input than monolingual infants.
In these studies, indexical information-a change in speaker voice-helped to mark the presence of two distinct speech streams. In monolingual language input, however, infants must learn to collapse over speaker identity. That is, the pitch of a word does not change its meaning (at least in nontonal languages). This observation raises an interesting question for infant statistical language learning research: Do infants collapse statistics across speakers within a single language? A recent study by Graf Estes & Lew-Williams (2015) suggests that the answer hinges on variability. When infants were exposed to an artificial language spoken by eight different female voices, infants successfully tracked the sequential statistics in the input. However, when just two voices were present, infants failed to demonstrate learning, presumably because they did not collapse the statistics across the two voices. Taken with the previously discussed studies about simulated bilingual acquisition, these results raise important questions about the role of variability in statistical learning. The distribution of exemplars in memory has been argued to be highly sensitive to variability, helping to explain patterns of results across myriad statistical learning tasks (Thiessen & Pavlik 2013) .
Individual Differences
Another area where statistical learning approaches have been gaining traction is the study of individual differences (e.g., , Siegelman et al. 2017 ). This issue is of interest both in terms of individual differences in learning in themselves and insofar as individual differences in learning help to explain variability in key outcomes, such as native language learning.
Much of the research in this area has focused on adults, to facilitate correlations between statistical learning results and measures of cognitive or academic achievement. For example, Englishspeaking adults who performed better at a visual statistical learning task showed higher levels of performance in the acquisition of the Hebrew writing system, which is highly patterned (Frost et al. 2013) . Experience with Mandarin in the college classroom improved adults' performance on an auditory statistical language learning task (Potter et al. 2016 ). Skill at auditory statistical learning, but not visual statistical learning, appears to be related to musical skill (Vasuki et al. 2016) .
Few studies have addressed individual differences in statistical learning in infancy. This is due at least in part to methodological constraints. Tasks like the head-turn preference procedure-used in many infant auditory learning studies-are not amenable to individual difference studies. They provide a single score for each infant-a difference score for looking on novel versus familiar trials. There is no evidence that the size of that difference is meaningful-that is, that an infant with a larger novelty preference learned more than an infant with a smaller novelty preference. Issues of direction of preference also complicate attempts to use preferential looking procedures to study individual differences. Unless there is a habituation component to the task, it is often not possible to make strong a priori predictions about the expected direction of preference.
Visual statistical learning tasks hold promise for studies of individual differences in infancy because they permit the collection of continuous measures that are clearly interpretable. For example, Shafto et al. (2012) used a reaction time measure in a visual anticipation task to assess statistical learning in 8.5-month-old infants. The results were correlated with the infants' vocabularies, as assessed by parental report. Indeed, infants' processing speed in sequential learning tasks predicts vocabulary size months later (Ellis et al. 2014) . Studies with child learners suggest a similar pattern of results: 6-to 8-year-olds' visual statistical learning skills predict their level of performance on measures of native language syntax comprehension (Kidd & Arciuli 2016) . Research investigating the relationship between visual attention in infancy (from a visual pattern prediction task) and later childhood behavior and temperament showed that mean fixation duration infancy was positively associated with effortful control and negatively associated with surgency, hyperactivity, and inattention in childhood (Papageorgiou et al. 2014 ).
Developmental Disabilities
A related approach to understanding individual differences involves comparisons between groups of infants or children who are known to be following different developmental trajectories. These studies ask whether relative strengths and weaknesses in statistical learning can help to explain the patterns of deficits observed in infants and children with developmental disabilities. The first study to take this approach concerned adolescents with specific language impairment (SLI)-weakness in native language skill relative to other academic and cognitive skills (Tomblin et al. 2007) . Participants with grammatical language impairment performed worse than their typically developing peers on a serial reaction time task requiring detection of visual patterns. Similar findings emerged from a study of grade school-aged children with SLI tracking statistical patterns in a word segmentation task (Evans et al. 2009 ). Compared to a nonverbal IQ-matched comparison group, the children did poorly on the statistical language learning task. Interestingly, the children with SLI performed even worse on a version of the word segmentation task using tone sequences rather than syllables, suggesting, in line with the Tomblin et al. (2007) findings, that the children's learning challenges are not limited to linguistic materials.
A recent meta-analysis of the extant literature confirmed this general pattern: Children with SLI perform worse on statistical learning tasks than children who are typical language learners (Obeid et al. 2016) . These findings are interesting given the potential links between statistical learning and native language acquisition. Similar conclusions were drawn by a study comparing children with developmental dyslexia (DD) and children with typical development (Gabay et al. 2015) . Children with DD performed more poorly on linguistic and tone sequence statistical learning tasks than children in the comparison group. Moreover, performance on both the linguistic and nonlinguistic statistical learning tasks was correlated with reading measures. These data are consistent with the view that challenges in procedural learning underlie at least some aspects of DD (e.g., Lum et al. 2013) .
It is not the case, though, that all developmental language learning deficits can be attributed to challenges in statistical learning. The same meta-analysis examined the extant literature on statistical learning in children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (Obeid et al. 2016) . Strikingly, the data across numerous studies suggest that autistic individuals do not show difficulties in statistical learning tasks. For example, Mayo & Eigsti (2012) tested autistic children with the same materials previously used by Evans et al. (2009) in their study of children with SLI. The autistic children showed the same pattern of performance as children with typical development. Thus, the tracking of sequential statistics does not, in itself, provide a way to differentiate between language disorders that may have quite different etiologies. That said, it is worth noting that the vast majority of studies investigating language learning in autistic children have sampled relatively high-functioning children (Obeid et al. 2016) . Autistic children who show more language deficits may exhibit different patterns of functioning.
Using event-related electrophysiological methodology, Jeste et al. (2015) presented children with ASD with an oddball paradigm version of the Kirkham et al. (2002) test in which the sequence was infrequently interrupted by a deviant or unexpected stimulus. Results showed a positive association between visual statistical learning and both nonverbal IQ and social function in children with ASD. Children with high nonverbal IQ scores demonstrated a larger (more negative) response to the unexpected trials (i.e., the 10% of the trials during which a shape was followed by an unmatching shape), as quantified by the N1 component difference (see Vogel & Luck 2000 for a discussion of the N1 component). This was opposite to the response of the typically developing group, who showed a greater response to the expected trials, suggesting greater allocation of attention to unexpected events. This preliminary work suggests that there may be statistical learning processing differences between children with ASD and typically developing children.
It would be ideal to be able to test infants at risk for developmental disorders on these sorts of tasks. Doing so would allow researchers to disentangle the starting state-abilities to detect sequential regularities, for example-from the effects of experience in detecting sequential regularities. Diagnoses like SLI, DD, and ASD currently cannot be made in early infancy. However, other types of developmental disorders, such as genetic syndromes arising from deletions or point mutations (in which part of a chromosome or DNA sequence is lost during replication), are diagnosed in infancy and provide fascinating opportunities to examine early learning abilities. Williams syndrome (WS) is a genetic disorder that is associated with significant intellectual disabilities, although with relative sparing of language abilities. Cashon et al. (2016) tested a group of infants with WS on the Saffran et al. (1996) artificial language segmentation task. The data provide the first evidence that infants with developmental disorders can track sequential statistics. Understanding how these abilities are used-and how they are combined with detection of other types of regularities-may help us to understand the developmental trajectories characterizing children with different disorders and individual differences more generally (e.g., Thomas et al. 2009 ). For example, some evidence suggests that infants with WS are more reliant on prosodic cues than their typically developing peers, at least after the first year of postnatal life (Nazzi et al. 2003) . More complex approaches to studying early learning, asking how infants integrate multiple sources of information rather than focusing on how infants track single cues, will be necessary to develop a deeper understanding of the emergence of these complex phenotypes.
Noise, Distraction, and Context
In the real world, the infant learner is faced by another set of problems: noise and distraction. The literature reviewed above has shown the infant to be a robust learner, sensitive to the statistics in the input across a wide variety of situations. However, in the real world, those statistics can be in a fierce competition for attention among other, equally enticing cues. Tummeltshammer & Kirkham (2013) asked whether attention to highly probabilistic events would shift with the addition of noise. In a paradigm looking at three different spatiotemporal probabilities, infants showed heightened learning of a highly predictable event (as opposed to deterministic or lowprobability events). However, when noise was added to the paradigm (in the guise of a light going on and off in a separate area of the screen), despite absolute attention to the events being the same as in the previous condition, infants now showed better learning of the deterministic events. This suggests that sensitivity to input statistics is context dependent. A series of studies by Tummeltshammer and colleagues (2014a,b; have expanded upon the issue of context, showing that visual statistical learning is mediated by stimulus salience, source reliability, and mode of presentation.
WHY ARE WE STATISTICAL LEARNERS?
As we have described throughout this review, there is ample evidence that human infants, along with other learners, are sensitive to the statistical structure of their environment. We have also tried to highlight the ways in which statistical learning abilities serve infants well, given the structure of the environment into which they are born. At least some of these abilities are observed in other species (e.g., Abe & Watanabe 2011 , Santolin et al. 2016 , Toro & Trobalón 2005 . Almost 50 years ago, Rescorla (1968) demonstrated that conditioning is actually dependent on more complicated factors than just contiguity of the pairing. Conditioning is affected by the base rate of unconditioned stimulus occurrence, against which a conditioned stimulus/unconditioned stimulus (CS/US) contiguity takes place. In other words, if a tone always occurs just before a shock is administered to a rat, but shocks also occur in absence of a tone, the CS/US pairing is not learned. If, later, the same number of tones is presented but the shocks only occur after the tone, then the animal learns, even though in both cases the rate of tone-shock pairings is identical. Thus, it is not the absolute frequency of the pairings that is important, but the general probabilistic relationship between the variables. Conditioning takes place only when the US has predictive value. Rescorla's (1968) work refuted the traditional belief that the CS/US pairing frequency was the crucial aspect of classical conditioning and showed that animals are sensitive, instead, to the statistics of each individual situation.
Relationships Between Statistical Learning and the Environment
To some extent, we can construe infants' learning abilities as well tailored to their environments. This way of thinking makes sense when considering the physical environment, which predates human evolution. The modality-specific constraints described above are a good example of tailoring: Learners appear to be better at tracking sequential statistics in auditory stimuli, which tend to be more temporally fleeting than stimuli in the visual environment. The latter are more temporally stable, with structures organized more in terms of space than of time. The degree to which our learning abilities reflect these differences may be due to modality constraints on learning and memory that are present prior to experience in these domains. Alternatively, infants' divergent early experiences with auditory and visual inputs, possibly dating to prenatal exposure, may have shaped modality-specific constraints on learning and memory. Regardless of the locus of the constraints, they are a good fit to the world.
Another way to think about the relationship between statistical learning and the world is to consider the idea that our learning abilities themselves may have played a role in shaping our environments. Consider the structure of natural languages. An enduring puzzle in the study of linguistics concerns cross-linguistic similarities. Although languages appear to be very different on their surface, much of the underlying structure of human languages is remarkably similar. Whereas some of these similarities likely reflect historical relationships, others seem unlikely to be explainable in those terms. Indeed, these considerations played a major role in the original positing of a language acquisition device containing innate knowledge about possible human languages.
Statistical learning accounts are not sophisticated enough to be able to account for many detailed aspects of language acquisition, especially some of the more complex linguistic structures that do not appear to be transparently mirrored in the input (e.g., Han et al. 2016 ). However, both experimental tasks and computational models have suggested specific ways in which constraints on statistical learning might have influenced the structure of natural languages (e.g., Christiansen & Chater 2008 , Saffran 2001b , Smith et al. 2017 . The general idea is that language structures that are more learnable, particularly by infants and young children, should be more prevalent in the languages of the world than structures that are more difficult to learn. Moreover, if the constraints on learning precede the structures that they have shaped, the same constraints on learning should be evident in learning nonlinguistic structures (e.g., Saffran 2002) .
Although there is not a great deal of data to support this theoretical perspective, the extant studies are promising. For example, infants are better able to track phonotactic patterns-the statistics of phoneme co-occurrence conditioned by position within syllables and words-when the observed patterns mirror the types of regularities present in natural languages (Saffran & Thiessen 2003) . Similarly, infants are better able to acquire linguistic phrase structure when it contains distributional regularities-within-phrase predictive elements-that mirror structures found in natural languages . Similar constraints on learning appear given nonlinguistic input designed to simulate language structures (C. Santolin & J.R. Saffran, unpublished manuscript; Thiessen 2011).
Memory and Prediction
Statistical learning mechanisms are well suited to our environments, and our environments, in turn, may have been shaped by our learning mechanisms-at least for structures that are culturally transmitted. In this section, we turn to an even more speculative question: Why do we track statistics in the first place?
One possibility is that the detection of statistical patterns is a result of the structure of memory (e.g., Perruchet & Vintner 1998 , Thiessen & Pavlik 2013 . For example, the iMinerva model proposed by Thiessen & Pavlik (2013) simulates a range of statistical learning phenomena using principles of long-term memory: activation, decay, integration, and abstraction. Thus, sensitivity to statistical regularities is due to the properties of memory and forgetting. Memory-based approaches to statistical learning permit the integration of multiple learning tasks that appear quite different on the surface but that may be explainable under the umbrella of memory considerations (e.g., Thiessen 2017). This leads nicely to another major question currently debated in visual statistical learning: Is this type of learning best thought of as chunking or statistical computation (see Perruchet & Pacton 2006) ? One alternative interpretation for infants' seeming sensitivity to statistical distributions across visual input is that it is the outcome of a broader associative learning strategy (i.e., chunking ; Miller 1956 ). This implies that co-occurring elements in a scene are extracted and stored as a structured chunk (Perruchet & Peereman 2004) , allowing infants to recall regularities encountered in the environment without relying on sophisticated computational abilities [see the models PARSER (word segmentation; Perruchet & Vintner 1998) and TRACX (sequence segmentation and chunk extraction; French et al. 2011 , Mareschal & French 2017 ]. However, as noted by Perruchet and colleagues (Perruchet & Pacton 2006 , Perruchet & Peereman 2004 , statistical learning and chunking explanations may not be mutually exclusive, and, indeed, chunking may arise from an initial sensitivity to statistical regularities.
Another way to think about why we track statistics entails a shift in focus from learning statistics to using statistics (e.g., Hasson 2017) . Statistical information sharpens predictions. To the extent that our brains and, by extension, our cognitive and linguistic systems are engaged in reduction of uncertainty, statistical information should be informative. Note that this way of framing the issues-around prediction-is neutral concerning the specific types of statistical information that are relevant; any type of information, from Bayesian priors to transitional probabilities to the weights in connectionist networks, could, in principle, help to tune predictions. By tuning predictions, learners have the opportunity to reduce errors to better anticipate outcomes.
Predictive contexts also provide the opportunity for learners to generate internal error signals, which may supplement bottom-up statistical information and facilitate learning. For example, consider the following simple predictive learning study by Romberg & Saffran (2013b) . In one condition, infants saw a brief video repeatedly on the left side of the screen, and learned to saccade predictively to the left, anticipating the reward. After several such trials, the reward occurred on the right side of the screen. The question of interest was what infants would do on the next trial. Would they respond by anticipating on the left based on the overall statistical information (the reward was much more likely to occur on the left), or would they weight the error signal more highly and look to the right? Interestingly, the infants' behavior was unaffected by a single unexpected trial; they continued to predict the reward on the left. However, after a second unexpected trial, the infants updated their predictions and became less biased to the left side. Across the experiment, the evidence suggested that infants updated their predictions based on the evidence they observed, but not based on a single counterexample.
CONCLUSION
We began this review by placing theories of statistical learning firmly in the middle of the big question of how the structured environment is detected by infants. We have presented evidence to suggest that infants' sensitivity to statistical structure is not only broad, applied across modalities and domains, but also focused, attending to the specifics of the input and the varying goals of perception. We have suggested that statistical learning is part of a reciprocal determinism between the brain mechanisms and the environment, in which each helps shape the other, perhaps crucially related to the structure of human memory itself.
Normal perception is concerned with real-life events: dynamic multimodal scenes that involve language, objects, and action. For statistical learning to be of use, it must be a mechanism that is flexible enough to encompass all of these dimensions. For example, solely attending to the relationships between individual features in a sensory scene would eventually create a computational bottleneck that would strangle the system. Thus, the primitives of statistical computation matter, changing the outcome of learning. They are affected by experience and modified by perceptual biases. And what are the actual computations operating over these primitives? In the field of infant statistical learning, transitional probabilities, frequencies, redundancies, dependencies, and conditional probabilities (temporal and spatial) have all played a part in this discussion. Although the research continues, it is clear from the work to date that these computations depend on both the age of the infant (perhaps shifting from frequency counting or attention to local redundancies to transitional probabilities across the first year of life) and the specifics of the input. At present, numerous different implementations can account for the empirical findings. It is up to the field to generate experimental results that can tease them apart.
For statistical learning to be useful, it has to tell us something about real-world problems. And it does: It offers insights into issues specific to multilinguals and tackles problems of real-world chaos (e.g., noise and distraction). Recently, studies using statistical learning paradigms have begun to shine light on individual differences in perception and certain developmental disabilities.
In sum, statistical learning is a rich and robust learning mechanism allowing infants to find structure (and meaning) in the blooming, buzzing confusion. We recognize that we have only touched the surface of the field in this review. But we hope that we have raised issues and questions that will help to motivate the next generation of research on statistical learning.
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